Note: An adhesion measurement setup for bioinspired fibrillar surfaces using flat probes.
Current adhesion measurement setups designed for experiments on bioinspired fibrillar surfaces, either commercial or constructed in-house, do not allow adhesion measurements with in situ visualization, high resolution, high force range, and controlled alignment at the same time. In this paper a new adhesion tester is presented, which enables contact experiments with controlled tilt angle (accuracy of ±0.02°). This allows the use of flat probes and thus greatly simplifies the determination of experimental parameters such as pull-off strength or Young's modulus. The deflection of a double-clamped glass beam is measured by laser interferometry with an accuracy of ±60 nm, which yields a precise force measurement over three orders of magnitude force range without changing the glass beam. Contact formation and detachment events can be visualized in situ. The current adhesion tester is designed for force measurements in the range of 1 μN to 1 N and fills the gap between macroscopic tests and atomic force microscopy measurements.